1. INTRODUCTION

Leaf Area Index (LAI) is a key canopy structural parameter of forest ecosystem. Global or regional vegetation LAI derived from remote sensing data requires the validation datasets from LAI field measurement. Because of the complicated terrain and changeable weather, it is very difficult to do forest LAI measurement in field. Therefore, to have the effective method for rapid, simple and reliable LAI measurement is needed urgently. At present, there are a variety of instruments used for forest canopy LAI measurement[1], however, the results using these instruments are different because of their different measure principles and suitable measuring environmental conditions. Therefore, in forest quantitative remote sensing study, it is significant to assessment of the consistency and uncertainty between these instruments. In this paper, taking 36 typical sample plots of forest canopy in China as our study sites, we compared and analyzed the Effective Plant Area Index (PAIe) of forest canopy measured and estimated by TRAC, LAI-2000 and Digital Fisheye Camera. And the uncertainty of the results is given. Furthermore, the method of minimizing overall standard error is adopted to obtain the PAIe of each sample plot for reference. This approach for having the ground truth PAIe measured in field is also validated by using computer simulated wide-angle viewing pictures.

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD

2.1 Study sites

The study sites with 36 typical sample plots of forest canopy are located in three different areas in China. The first study site is located in Dayekou in Gansu province. Dayekou is located in Heihe river basin and mostly covered by forest and upland meadow. This study site includes 30 sample plots dominated by Qinghai spruce. The second study site is located in Haidian Park in Beijing including 3 sample plots. These sample plots are planted forests of poplar, willow and silver chain, respectively. The third study site is located in Baoding in Hebei province including 3 sample plots. The species of planted forests in these sample plots are poplar, peach and silver chain, respectively.

2.2 Data

In Dayekou study site, the measuring data of each sample plot is obtained by one TRAC, one NIKON D80 Fisheye Camera and two LAI-2000 units with different sampling methods[2]. In Haidian Park study site and Baoding study site, the measuring data of each sample plot is obtained by one TRAC and one LAI-2000. Data from TRAC are downloaded and processed using the provided software TRACWin. And the estimated results from TRACWin include PAIe, LAI and clumping index of the forest canopy[3]. Data files from the LAI-2000 are downloaded and also processed using provided software FV2000[4]. Only estimated PAIe can be obtained by using the software. The digital fisheye images are processed with software CAN_EYE which can calculate PAIe of vegetation from fisheye images[5]. In our paper, the PAIe derived from these instruments are called TRAC PAIe, LAI-2000 PAIe and CAN_EYE PAIe, respectively.
2.3 Method

Based on the results of forest canopy PAIe estimated from LAI-2000, the effect of the 5th ring measurement of LAI-2000 on the result is analyzed, because it takes larger viewing angle and may bring more information and uncertainty for the estimation. And PAIe calculated by CAN_EYE in different zenith angles are compared. CAN_EYE PAIe of different sampling methods are also compared. Moreover, the estimated results from LAI-2000 and TRAC are compared. And PAIe from LAI-2000 and CAN_EYE PAIe are contrasted. Furthermore, the uncertainty of the results from these equipments are analyzed. On this basis, the method of minimizing overall standard error is adopted to obtain PAIe of each sample plot. For validated the new approach, we take simulated wide-angle viewing pictures on forest canopy as the standard data, to calculate the PAIe using the models which TRACWin, FV2000 and CAN_EYE take respectively, then to obtain the estimated PAIe by using the minimizing overall standard error method. The estimated PAIe is compared with the true PAIe used in the simulation.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results show that TRAC PAIe and LAI-2000 PAIe have good correlation, and TRAC PAIe is larger than LAI-2000 PAIe of each sample plot. CAN_EYE PAIe and LAI-2000 PAIe have different correlation in different observation zenith angles. Moreover, combining the results of these instruments can decrease overall measurement error. Furthermore, the results from TRAC are more reliable than LAI-2000 and Digital Fisheye Camera in this experiment. The estimated PAIe by the method of minimizing overall standard error can be taken as reference for having the ground truth PAIe measured in field.
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